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1. Introduction

The birth of the theory of fractal dimensions can be traced back to the introduc
tion of the Hausdorff dimension in 1917. However, since then many other concepts 
of dimension have risen i11 fractal geometry. One of the motivations for this devel
opment, especially within the framework of dynamical systems, was the difficulty of 
a straightforward calculation of the Hausdorff dimension. In this theory it is nat
ural to study fractal properties of measures rather than of those sets. This thesis 
analyzes the concept of the average dimension that is typically meant for measures, 
although the definition can be extended in the usual way to sets. 

The concept of the local average dimension of a measure µ at x E lRn was
introduced by Ziihle in [27) as the supremum of those positive numbers a that have 
zero lower average density of order a at that point (see (1.2)), that is 

(1.1) dimA µ(x) = sup{a: dAµ(x) = 0} = inf{a: dAµ(x) = oo}. 

Note that this is a local concept that can be naturally extended to its global ver
sion. If the lower average density is replaced by the upper average density (1.3) in 
the above definition, the corresponding exponent agrees with the local Hausdorff 
dimension (2.3). 

The average density or order two density was introduced by Bedford and Fisher 
in [1) to obtain a limit which often exists in cases where the usual density of a
measure does not exist. The lower and upper average densities of a Radon measure
µ at x are given by 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

de, ( ) ·-1· . f 1 
11 µ(B(x, r)) 1 

d Aµ x .- 1mm 
-11 '/ 

r 
t5-to ogu ,5 re, r 

DAµ(x) := lim sup -1- [1 µ(B(x, r)) 1 
dr 

a-to / log 81 }6 re, r 
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and, if d�µ(x) = D�µ(x), we call Lhe common value the average dcnaity. For 
instance, this density exists for the restriction of £0 to self-similar sets or, more 
generally, for quasi-self similar sets (see, for example, (1] or (5]). Here £0 denotes 
the a-dimensional Hausdorff measure. In a recent work, Zahle (28] gave the value of 
the avera e densit of the normalized Hausdorff measure on the fractal set generated 
by a conformal iterated function system. 

This new dimension lies between the corresponding local Hausdorff and packing 
dimensions. These are defined in a similar fashion to (1.1) but taking the lower and 
upper densities, that is, the lower and upper limits of µ(B(x, r))/r0

, instead of the 
lower average density (see (2.3) and (2.4) for a rigorous definition). 

The understanding of these dimensions involves the study of their behaviour 
under orthogonal projections, smooth mappings, products, slices and intersections. 
In this line, both the Hausdorff and the packing dimension are very well understood 
thanks to the work of Falconer, Howroyd, Jarvenpaa, Kaufman, Marstrand and 
Mattila, among others. 

With any reasona.hlP. ,iP.finition of dimension, every orthogonal projection, proj
v

, 
of a Borel set E (or a Borel measure µ) onto an m-dimensional subspace V has 
dimension at most min { dim E, m} ( analogously, min {dimµ, m}). In the case of the 
Hausdorff dimension, we have equality for almost all V (see (19] and (13]). Zahle 
proved in (27] that this equality is also true for the average dimension. But this is 
not the case with the packing dimension. For 1 $ m $ n - 1 and all 0 < s < n
there are Borel subsets of ]Rn of packing dimension s but whose projections have 
packing dimension strictly less than min(m, s). Examples of such sets were given by 
Jarvenpaa in (14], who also showed that dimp projv E � (m/n) dimp E for almost 
all subspaces V. At about the same time Falconer and Howroyd in (7] gave the best 
possible bound, that is, 

d. . E 
dimpEimp proJv � 1 + (1/m - 1/n) dimp E"

In relation to the study of the behaviour of the intersections of an s-dimensional 
set with (n-m)-dimensional affine subspaces oflRn, Mattila (20] used differentiation 
theory to construct the slicing measures. That is, given a Radon measure µ on ]Rn ,
he constructed these new measures by slicing µ with (n - m)-dimensional affine 
subspaces W of ]Rn obtaining a Radon measure supported by W n spt µ (see Section 
2.1 for the definition and the main properties). By spt we denote the support 
of a measure. These new measures and their integral relations with µ were used 
in (20] to study the capacities of the intersections of a set with (n - m)-planes. 
Earlier Marstrand had explored the fractional dimensional subsets of the plane JR:.i. 
Mattila (19] extended Marstrand's result to higher dimensions. He proved that for 
all EC ]Rn and VE Gn,n-m

(1.4) dimu(En Vu)$ max{0,dimu E- m} 

____________________
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for £m-almost all a E VJ_ , where VJ_ is the orthogonal complement of V, and Va is 
the (n - m)-plane {v +a: v E V} for all a E VJ_ . Moreover, if EC Rn is a Borel 
set, then for 'Yn ,n-m almost all V E Gn ,n-m 

ess supaE
V.L dimg(E n Va) = max{O, dimg E - m }. 

Analogous results for the Hausdorff dimension of measures have been obtained by 
Jiirvenpiiii and Mattila in (18]. There they proved that if m and n are integers with 
0 < m < n andµ is a Radon measure in ]Rn with compact support, then for 'Yn ,n-m 

almost all V E Gn ,n-m 

ess inf{dimg µv,a : a E VJ_ with µv,a (Rn) > O} = dimg µ - m

provided that dimg µ > m. Here µv,a is the slice ofµ with the plane Va. In particular, 
they proved that for almost all (n - m)-dimensional linear subspaces V 

(1.5) dimg µv,a :2'.: dimg µ - m 

for £m almost all a E VJ_ with µv,a (lRn) > 0. 
As Theorems 2.6 and 2.8 will show, the average dimension behaves under sections 

of measures like the Hausdorff dimension does. We will prove that if dimg µ > m, 
then for almost all (n - m)-dimensional linear subspaces V it holds that 

for µ almost all x E lR n. 
The geometry of the packing dimension in relation to slices is much less regular. 

In the case of the packing dimension of sets, Falconer (6] proved that if E C ]Rn , 
then for any (n - m)-dimensional subspace V we have 

dimp(E n Va) ::; max{O, <limp E - m} 

for £m almost all a E V. By redefining the packing dimension of sets, Falconer and 
.Jiirvenpiiii got a result stronger than (1.4) for packing dimensions, since they were 
able to obtain an estimate for each individual m-dimensional linear subspace V, see 

[9]. 
Although we cannot expect equality for the packing dimensions of projections, 

Falconer and Howroyd (8] proved that, given an analytic set EC Rn , <limp projv(E) 
is almost surely a constant. A recent work of Falconer, Jiirvenpiiii and Mattila [10] 
shows that there is not such a result for plane sections. They showed that there exist 
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a compact set EC ]Rn and compact subsets A and B of G(n, m) with 'Yn ,m(A) > 0 
and 'Yn ,m(B) > 0 such that for all VE A 

£m(projvJ.(E)) = 0, that is, En Va
= 0 

for JYt'n-m almost all a E V 1., and for all V E B

for points a in a non-empty open subset of v1. . Using ideas similar to those in 
[22], they showed the instability of the packing dimension of sections under smooth 
"bending" diffeomorphisms. They also conjectured that, given a Borel function f
from the space of affine m-planes in ]Rn into the closed subinterval [O, m], there is 
a Borel set E C ]Rn such that dimp(E n V) = J(V) for almost all affine planes V. 
This conjecture, in a more general setting, has been solved in the plane by Csornyei 
in [2]. 

Regarding packing dimension of measures, Falconer and Mattila [11] considered 
the (n - m)-dimensional slices of measures on ]Rn and proved an analogue of (1.5) 
for the packing dimension, that is given a probability Radon measureµ on ]Rn such 
that dimH µ > m, they proved that for µ almost all x E lR" the slices ofµ by almost 
all (n - m)-planes Vx through x satisfy 

d. > 
(n - m)(dimp µ)(dimH µ - m) 

lmp µv,x - d' d' • n lmH µ - m lmp µ 

They also get the following result for projections: 
Ifµ is a probability measure on ]Rn such that dimH µ :S m, then 

d
. . (<limp µ)(l - (1/n) dimH µ) 
1mp (proJvµ) > -----'--'----'---'--'----,--'--- 1 + (1/m - 1/n) <limpµ - (1/m) dimH µ

for almost all m-dimensional subspaces V. They gave examples to show that both 
inequalities are sharp. 

In Section 3 we will be concerned with the problem of studying the average 
dimension of products of Radon measures. We will prove that, given probability 
Radon measuresµ on ]Rm and II on lRn, both with compact support, it holds that 
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for all x E lR,m and y E lR,n _ As our examples will prove, these bounds are sharp. 
We also will give examples showing that the known inequalities for the Hausdorff 
and packing dimensions of product measures 

dimH µ + dimH v S dimH µ x v S dimH µ + <limp v, 

<limpµ + dimH v s <limpµ x v s <limpµ + <limp v 

(cf. (12]) cannot be improved with the average dimension. Our examples will be 
based on the construction of Cantor-type sets with changing dimensional behaviour. 
Note that in order to get dimA µ(x) s a, x E lR,n, it would be enough for the measure 
µ to satisfy µ(B(x, r)) � r°' with r E (6, Ja), 6 > 0 as small as we wish and a E (0, 1) 
independent of 6. Observe that, by definition, if we want that dimH µ(x) s a, we 
only need that the above inequality holds for a sequence of r/s converging to zero. 
However, for the packing dimension we need that µ(B(x, r)) � r°' for every r small 
enough. On the other hand, to get dimA µ(x) 2:: a, where O < a < 1, it is enough 
that there exists a sequence {6;}�1 converging to :tero such that µ(B(x, r)) � r°' for 
r E (6;, 110!0;1)- In the examples we will combine these ideas to obtain the desired
measures. 

Section 4 will be devoted to the study of the average dimension of intersection 
measures µnf #v when f runs through the similarities or isometries. These measures, 
which can be regarded as natural measures on spt µ n f(spt v), were introduced by 
Mattila in [21]. There he studied the relation between the Hausdorff dimensions of 
A, Band An f(B), where A and B are Borel sets and f is as before. Let us recall 
that if f is a similarity map on lR,n, it has a unique decomposition as 

z E lR,n, g E O(n), r E JR,+ , 

where Tz : lR,n -+ lR,n is the translation Tz (x) = x + z, and 6r : lR,n -+ lR,n is 
the homothety 6r(x) = rx. Note that if f is an isometry, we will have the same 
decomposition but with 6r being the identity map. Using the relations between the 
Hausdorff dimension of sets and measures, Jiirvenpiiii proved in [17] the following 
result for measures. If µ and v are Radon measures on lR,n with compact supports 
such that 

(a) dimH(µ xv)= dimH µ + dimH v > n and
(b) the t-energy of v is finite for all O < t < dimH v < n, 

then for 0n x £} almost all (g,r) E O(n) x (O,oo) we have 

ess inf{ dimH µ n (Tz O g O 6
r)#v: z E lR,n with µ n (Tz O g O 6r)#v(JR,n) > O} 

= dimH µ + dimH v - n. 

Changing assumption (b) to the following 
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(b') the t-energy of II is finite for all O < t < dimH 11 < n and
dimH 11 > ½(n + 1),

one can see that the above result also holds when considering isometries instead
of similarities ( cf. (17]). 

In Theorems 4.9 and 4.10 we will prove the following analogies for the average
dimension and similarities. Let O < s < n, 0 < t < n such that s + t - n 2: 0. If
0 < r1 < r2 < oo and µ and II are probability Radon measures on !Rn with compact
support such that 18(µ) < oo and lt(11) < oo, then 

dimA µ(x) + dimH 11 - n � dimA(µ n (rz o go Or)#11)(x)
� dimA µ(x) + <limp 11(x - z) - n

for µn ho goor)#11 x .en x On x £} almost all (x, z, g, r) E !Rn x !Rn x O(n) x [ri, r2].
Similar results will be obtained when similarities are replaced by isometries,

see Theorem 4.13 and Corollary 4.14. Since intersection measures are defined as
the orthogonal projections on !Rn of measures obtained by slicing a certain product
measure on !Rn x !Rn with diagonal n-planes (see Section 4.1), the results concerning
these intersections are closely related with those obtained for slicing, products and
projections of measures. The methods used for proving the lower bounds for inter
sections in the last section are similar to those used by Jarvenpaa in [15] and [16],
where the same problems are solved for the packing dimension, and are originally
from [11]. 

2. Average dimension and sections of measures

2.1. Notation and preliminaries. Throughout this section,µ will be a prob
ability Radon measure on !Rn with compact support. We will denote by B(x, r) the
closed ball with centre x and radius r in !Rn. Ifµ is a measure on a set X, we will
denote by f #µ the image of µ under a function f : X ➔ Y, that is,

for all A C Y. The restriction of µ to a set B C X is denoted by µ I B, that is,

(µ I B)(A) = µ(B n A) 

for all A c X. For O < t < n, the t-energy of a Radon measure µ on !Rn is defined
by 

It(µ) =//Ix - Yl-t dµx dµy.
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We will denote by I lµI I the total mass of µ. Here µ will be a probability measure, 
that is, 11µ11 = 1. Letµ and v be measures in a set X. The measureµ is said to be 
absolutely continuous with respect to v, if µ(A) = 0 for any A C X with v(A) = 0. 
In this case we writeµ� v. Let m and n be integers with O < m < n. We denote 
by Gn,n-m the Grassmannian manifold consisting of all (n - m)-dimensional linear 
subspaces of ]Rn . The unique rotationally invariant Radon probability measure on 
Gn ,n-m is denoted by 'Yn,n-m• For any V E Gn ,n-m, let V .L E Gn ,m be the orthogonal 
complement of V and Pv1. : ]Rn

➔ V.L the orthogonal projection onto V.L . 
Now we define the slices of a Radon probability measureµ by (n - m)-planes, 

see (23]. The slice ofµ by the plane Va = {v +a: v E V}, VE Gn ,n-m and a E V.L, 
is the Radon measure µv,a on Va, which exists for Yt'm almost all a E V .L, such that 

for all non-negative continuous functions</> on ]Rn with compact support, where a(m)
is the volume of the m-dimensional unit ball. Here Yt'm denotes the m-dimensional 
Hausdorff measure normalized so that Yt' m in ]Rm is the Lebesgue measure ,em . 
Obviously, 

(2.1) spt µv,a C spt µ n Va, 

where spt is the support of a measure. Further, 

(2.2) 

for all non-negative Borel functions f on ]Rn with ff dµ < oo , provided that
Pv1.#µ � �IV.L , This is the case for 'Yn ,n-m almost all VE Gn ,n-m if dimH µ > m 
(see below for the definition). 

In order to introduce measures µv,x on (n - m)-planes Vx = {v + x : v E V}
through X E lRn, we simply set µv,x = µv,a for any X E Pvl({a}), whenever a E v.L 

is such that µv,a is defined. This holds for Yt'm almost all a E V .L. 

Definition 2.1. Letµ be a finite Radon measure on lRn . 
(a) For O � a < oo, let

d'fIµ(x) := lim sup µ(Bix, c5)) ,
0-+0 

"' 

d"'µ(x) := Iim infµ(B(x, c5))
p 

0-+0 c5° 

_________
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be the upper and lower densities of order a ofµ at x, respectively. 
We define the local Hausdorff dimension ofµ at x to be 

(2.3) dimH µ(x) := sup{a � 0: dHµ(x) = 0} = inf{a � 0: dHµ(x) = oo},

nncl t.he local packing dimension of /t at x to be 

(2.4) dimpµ(x) := sup{a � 0: d'pµ(x) = 0} = inf{a � 0: d'pµ(x) = oo}.

They can also be defined as 

d. ( ) 1. . f Iogµ(B(x, r))1mH µ x = 1m m 1 r-tO ogr 

dimpµ(x) - lim sup 
Iogµ(B(x, r)).

r-tO logr 

(b) We define the H ausdor.ff dimension of µ to be

dimH µ=sup {d : lim inf log µ
I
(B(x, r)) � d forµ - a.a. x}

r-tO ogr 

and the packing dimension of µ to be 

. { . Iogµ(B(x, r)) c } d1mp µ = sup d : hm sup 1 � d 1or µ - a.a. x . 
r-tO ogr 

Remark 2.2. Note that by the above definitions we have that ifµ is a Radon 
probability measure on ]Rn with dimH µ > d, then for µ almost all x E JRn there 
exists b (depending on x) such that: 

for all r > 0. 

Also, if x E ]Rn is such that dimH µ(x) > d, then there exists b (depending on x) 
such that: 

µ(B(x, r)) ::; brd for all r > 0. 

Next we define the local average dimension of a measure, which was introduced 
by Zahle in (27]. 

____________

____________
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Definition 2.3. For O s a < oo let 

da ( ) __ 1. . f 1 11 µ(B(x, r)) 1 
d Aµ x .- 1mm -

1 1 'I r o--+O og u O r
a 

r 

13 

be the lower average density of order a of µ at x. We define the local average
dimension ofµ at x as 

The average dimension lies between the corresponding local Hausdorff and pack
ing dimensions, that is, 

and these inequalities can be strict. 
Note that if the lower average density is replaced by the upper average density, 

the corresponding exponent agrees with the local Hausdorff dimension. 

2.2. Average dimension and plane sections. We first introduce the quan
tity Jr (x), which was used in (11] to analyze the packing dimensions of slices of 
measures. 

Definition 2.4. Letµ be a probability Radon measure on JRn . For r > 0 and 
x E ]Rn we define 

Jr(x) = J µv,x(B(x, r)) d'Yn,n-mV

provided that the right-hand side is defined. 
Lemma 2.5. Letµ be a probability Radon measure on JRn such that dimH µ > m.

Then for r > 0 and forµ almost all x E ]Rn 

where c depends only on m and n. 

Proof. See Lemma 4.4 in [11]. D 
Theorem 2.6. Let µ be a probability Radon measure on JRn with compact sup

port. If dimH µ > m, then

forµ almost all x E lRn and 'Yn,n-m almost all V E Gn ,n-m·
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In the proof of this Theorem we will need the following Lemma. 
Lemma 2. 7. Letµ be a probability Radon measure on JRn. Suppose that x E JRn,

a> 0, dimH µ(x) > d and 0 <a+ d < dimA µ(x). Then

(2.5) lim inf-1- [11 µ(B(x, h)) dh + 15-a {
26 µ(B(x, h)) dh l = 0.

6--,0 llogol 26 het+d+l l
o hd+l 

Proof. Let 0 < a+ d < s < dimAµ(x). Then for all 0 < >. < 1, C > 0 and
N E JN+ there exists 0 < o < -ft such that

(2.6) _1_ (1 µ(B(x, h)) 1 dh < � < 1.
llogol la h• h 2C 

For simplicity and without losing generality, we assume in the following that o
verifies I logo I > 1.

Step I. 
Let d < p < dimH µ(x), a+ d < t < s and 0 < t: < (p - d)/a< 1. Then there

exists o0 E (0, 1/4) such that if 0 <Ii< o0 and Ii satisfies (2.6), then µ(B(x, h)) ::; ht 

for all o < h < 0° .

To prove this, let r E (o, 1/2) be such that µ(B(x, r)) > rt. Then,

l > _1_ [1 µ(B(x, h)) 1 dh > _1_ (1 µ(B(x, h)) 1 dh 
I logo! la h• h - llogol lr h• h

1 [1 rt 1 r t 1 c 
� I logol lr h• h 

dh =
I logo I s(r-s - l) � I logo(-•,

where c is some constant depending on s.
( 

c 
) 

1/(s-t) Thus, r � llogol , and so 

for O < h < min { � ' ( I lo: ol)

1/(s-t)
}. 

Choose o0 such that 0 < <50 < 1/4 and

for 0 < o < oo,

Then, if 0 < Ii < o0 and x and Ii satisfy (2.6), we have

We have now proved Step I. 
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Step II 
Let c:5o, c:5, p, t and x be as in Step I. Then for O < c < (p - d)/a we have that 

(2.7) 
1°• µ(B(x, h)) 1 dh 1.Ea 

o hd h < Cu , 

whe�e c is some constant c= c(p, d, t, x).
Using Remark 2.2 and Step I, we have that 

1°• µ(B(x, h)) 1 dh = 1° µ(B(x, h)) 1 dh 1°• µ(B(x, h)) 1 dh
o hd h o hd h + 

0 hd h 
o o•

$ b f hp-d-l dh + f ht-d-l dh
lo lo 
c:5p-d c:5c(t-d) _ c:5t-d 

= 
b--d 

+
d 

Scow.
p- t-

Note that in the last inequality we have used that p - d > ea and t - d > a . 
Now we are ready to prove our main assertion (2.5). 
That is, we have to show that for all ,\ > 0 and all N E N+ , there exists 8 > 0

such that O < 8 < -k and 

� [ [1 µ(B(x, h)) dh + 'g-a 126 µ(B(x, h)) dh l < ,\,

I logc:51 126 ha+d+l o hd+l 

Let ,\ > 0, N E N+ and c:5 be as in Step I. We take 8 = � with O < c < (p - d)/a
and c:5 such that O < c:5 < min (oo, (2/N) 11°) and verify that 011��61 

S ½, where c:5o is
as in Step I and c2 is some constant that will appear in the next estimates. Using 
Step II, we have that 

'g-a 126 µ(B(x, h)) c:5-rn 
1

0• µ(B(x, h)) ---- ---,--- dh < C1 -- -------,---- dh 
llogc:51 o hd+l - llogc:5°1 0 

hd+l
C2 C2 ,\ 

< -- ---<-

- I logc:5° 1 cl logc:51 - 2 •
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By (2.6) 

� [
1 µ(B(x, h)) 1 dh � � (1 µ(B(x, h)) 1 dh 

I logJI 12'6 hd+a h pog8 l l2'6 h• h 

< 1 (1 µ(B(x, h)) 1 
dh - cl log8l }5• h• h 

< __!!__ (1 µ(B(x, h)) 1 
dh < �.

- I log8 l }6 h• h - 2 

Note that for the first and la8t ine4.ualiLy in the second estimation We have used
respectively that d + a < s and that 8° > 8, since c < 1. □ 

Let us now prove Theorem 2.6. 

Proof. LP.t O < a < dimA µ(x) - m. We want to show that for µ almost all 
X E Rn 

dAPV,x (x) = 0 for 'Yn,n-m almost all VE Gn,n-m· 

Using Fatou's lemma, Fubini's theorem and Lemma 2.5, we have that 

J dAµV,x (x) d'Yn,n-mV 

< 1· • f/-1-11 µv,x (B(x, r)) 1 d d V - 1m m 
11 'I 

r 'Yn n-m 6-tO og u 6 r0 r 
[1 -o-1 

/ = liTJpf 
Jo jlogDI µv,x (B(x, r)) d'Yn,n-mV dr

1
1 -o-1 

1
2r 

�clim inf _
l

r
l 'I

h
-m-1µ(B(x, h))dhdr o- ,o 5 og u 0 

forµ almost all x E Rn. Here c is the constant of Lemma 2.5 and depends only on 
n and m.
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Then, by Fubini's theorem, we will get that forµ almost all x E lR,n 

I dAµV,x ( X) d"fn ,n-m V 
s climinf-

1 1
1 'I [ f

2 
f

1 r-o.-lh-m-1µ(B(x, h)) dr dh 
6--+0 ogu 126 }1½ 

(2.8) + !,'' [ ,-o-,h-m-'µ(B(x,h)) dr dh]
<Climinf-1- [ (1 µ(B(x, h)) dh - 6--+0 I log <51 J26 ho.+m+l 

+ <5-0. [
26 µ(B(x, h)) dh l

Jo hm+l ' 

17 

where C is some constant depending on c = c (n, m) and a, that is
C = C ( n, m, a). Note that in the last inequality we have used that 

lim inf-1- /
2 µ(B(x, h)) dh = O6--+0 I log <51 1 ho.+m+l 

Using Lemma 2.7 with "d = m," we get that (2.8) equals zero.

Next we prove that we have equality in Theorem 2.6. 
D 

Theorem 2.8. Let µ be a probability Radon measure on nr with compact sup
port. Provided that <limyµ > m, then 

forµ almost all x E lR,n and "fn,n-m almost all VE Gn,n-m · 
Proof. As the lower bound has been proved in the above theorem, we just have

to prove the " S " inequality. 
Let x E ]Rn be such that dim A µ(x) < a. We want to show that for all e >

0, dimA µv,x(x) < a - m + e for µ almost all x E lRn and "fn,n-m almost all 
VE Gn ,n-m · 

Let 1Jk, k = 1, 2, ... be the standard half-open disjoint dyadic cubes Q of side
lengths l(Q) = 2-k (see, for example [26]). Denote by 1J = LJ�1 1Jk . Let V E 
Gn,n-m be such that Pvl.#µ «: �m jV.L.
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Let c > 0 and rJ > 0. For each Q E 1) we define 

where 2Q stands for the cube centered at the same point as Q and with side-length l(2Q) = 2l(Q). Let us denote A= Uqev AQ . Then, by (2.2), we have that

::; L rJ µ(2Q) l(Q)°-m Yt'm(Pv.L(AQ))::; rJ e L rko L µ(2Q) 
QEV k=l QEVk 

::; f/ e' µ(Rn) 20 - 1 = e" 'TJ, 
where e = e(m), e' = e'(m, n) and e" = e"(m, n, c) are positive constant:;. 

Let o > 0. Suppose x E lRn \ A and r E (o, 1). Then there exist Q E 1) and a 
positive constant O < e < 1 such that x E Q and 

B(x, er) C 2Q C B(x, r), 

where e depends only on n. Hence, 

(2.9) 
µv,x(B(x, r)) 2 µv,x(2Q) 2 rJ µ(2Q) l(Q)°-m 

2 rJ µ(B(x, er)) c r
0-m, 

where c > 0 is a constant depending on n, m and c. 
Note that, since e < 1 we have 

(2.10) 11 µ(B(x, r)) dr 
> [1 µ(B(x, r) dr co r0 r - } 0 r0 r 

By (2.9), (2.10) and change of variable we have 

_1_ (1 µv,x(B(x, r)) dr 
> _I_ [1 

c µ(B(x,cr) dr 

llogoj lo rcx-m+o r - llogol lo rJ r0 r 

= C rJ 
_I_ 1c µ(B(x, r)) dr 

jlog oj co r0 r 

> C 'T/[_1_ [1 µ(B(x, r)) dr __ 1_1
1 µ(B(x, r)) dr] - llogollo r0 r llogol C r0 r ' 
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where C > 0 is a constant depending on n, m and€. Since dimA µ(x) < a, we get 
that 

1. . f 
1 1 1 µvx(B(x, r)) dr 1mm -- ' -=oo o--tO I log <>I O r<>-m+o r 

for x E ]Rn \ A. Since µ(A) ::; c"ry and we can take 'T/ as small as we wish, we
get that d1-m+. µv,x ( x) = oo for µ almost all x E lR n and for "fn,n-m almost all 
VE Gn ,n-m,  

3. Average dimension of product measures

In this section, we are going to study the average dimension of the product of 
measures. Since it lies between the Hausdorff and the packing dimension, it is natu
ral to ask whether the known inequalities for the Hausdorff and packing dimensions 
of the product of measures can be improved with this other one. Unfortunately, the 
answer is no, as examples 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 will show. 

Theorem 3.1. Let µ and v be probability Radon measures on lR,m and lR,n with
compact support. Then for all x E !Rm and y E !Rn,

dimA(µ x v)(x, y) 2:: dimA µ(x) + dimH v(y). 

Proof. Let x E ]Rm and a> 0 such that dimA µ(x) > a. Then 

0 ( ) • 1 11 µ(B(x, r)) 10 = dAµ x = limmf-
1 1 

'I - dr. o--to og u 6 r0 r 

Sinceµ and v are probability Radon measures on !Rm and !Rn with compact support,
we have that for (x, y) E ]Rm x !Rn 

(3.1) 
µ x v(B((x, y), r)) � µ x v(B(x, r) x B(y, r))

= µ(B(x, r)) • v(B(y, r)).

Let (3 > 0 such that dimH v(y) > (3. We want to prove that dimA(µ x v)(x, y) 
2:: a+ (3, that is, d�+13(µ x v)(x, y) = 0. Using Remark 2.2 and (3.1), we have that 

1. . f 1 1
1 µ x v(B((x, y), r)) 1 

d 1m m -- ------- ro--to I log <>I 6 r<>+/3 r 

< 1. . f 1 11 µ(B(x, r)) v(B(y, r)) 
d 1m1n -- -----"-----'----'�----'-----'---'-'- r 

o➔o I log c5I 6 r0+1 r/3 

< bliminf-1- f
1 µ(B(x, r)) 

dr = 0. 
o--+O pog c5 I } 6 r<>+l 

____________
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Theorem 3.2. Let µ and II be prubab·il-ily Radon measures on ]Rm and lR,n with

compact support. Then for all x E ]Rm , y E ]Rn 

dimA(µ x v)(x, y) � dimA µ(x) + <limp v(y).

Proof. Let a> 0 and (3 > 0 be such that dimA µ(x) < a and <limp v(y) < (3. We
want to prove that for all M > 0 there exists NE N+ such that for all 8 E (0, 1/N)

We know that 

(3.2) 

_
1 _ (1 µ x v(B((x, y), r)) 1 dr > M.

pogol J0 r°'+/3 r 

B(x,r/2) x B(y,r/2) C B((x,y),r).

Let M > 0. Since div(y) = oo (recall Definition 2.1), there exists N1 E N+, 
N1 2: 2 such that for all r E (0, 1/N1) we have 

(3.3) 
v(B(y,r)) M

r/3 > 
• 

On the other hand, we know that dAµ(x) = oo. So there exists N2 E N+ such 
that for all 8 E (0, 1/N2) we get that 

(3.4) 
_1_ [1 µ(B(x, r)) dr > M.
I logol lo ra+l 

It is also clear that there exists N3 EN+ imch LhaL for all 8 E (0, 1/N3)

(3.5) _1_/
1 µ(B(x,r)) dr <l.

I log 81 l/Ni r°'+l 
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Let N = max(N1, N2, N3). By a change of variables, (3.2) (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5),

we have that for all 8 E (0, 1/ N)
_1_11 µ x 11(B((x,y),r)) 1 d

r I log8I 5 r0+/J r 

1 11 µ(B(x,r/2))11(B(y,r/2)) 1 d
>-- --------- r - I log 8/ 5 r0+/3 r 

> _c_ 11/2 µ(B(x, r))11(B(y, r)) 1 dr- I log 81 5 r0+/3 r 

Mc 1l/Ni µ(B(x,r)) > -- ---'---'-d
r - I log8j 5 r0+1 

= Mc [11 µ(B(x,r)) d
r 
-11 µ(B(x,r)) d

r] J log8J 5 rct+l 
l/N1 rct+l 

2 Mc(M - 1) 2 M, 
if Mis big enough and where c is some constant that depends on n, a and /3.  

Next we give an example that shows that the inequality

dimu µ x 11 2 dimu µ + dimu 11,
( cf. [12]) cannot be improved with the average dimension.

All the examples in this section consist of natural measures supported in suitable
Cantor sets. The process to associate a probability measure to a Cantor set is
standard and explained in [4), pp. 13-15. The idea is as follows. For any basic
interval I of the Cantor set

(3.6) µ(I)• (#{Intervals of its generation})= llµII = 1,

and for given a Borel set AC ]Rn 

(3. 7) µ(A) = inf { L µ(I;) : An C
µ 

C LJ I; and I; is a basic interval of C
µ },

i i 

where C
µ 

denotes the Cantor set associated to the measure µ.
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Example 3.3. Let O <a< /3 < 1. We construct a probability Radon measure 
µ on lR such that 

dimH µ(x) Sa< /3 S dimA µ(x) 

for µ almost all x E lR . Then, taking the product of this measure µ with 11 =

,C I [O, 1], we will see thaL 

forµ almost all x E lR and ally E [O, l]. 
Moreover, 

for µ almost all x E lR and II almost all y E JR. 

For this purpose, we first construct a suitable Cantor set, and the measure µ 
will be determined by repeated subdivision of its initial mass, llµII = 1, between 
the basic intervals of the Cantor set. By (3.6) µ will be uniformly distributed, and 
moreover, µ(I) = t; for any interval I of the i-generation. Then the exLern;iou ofµ 
to all subsets of lR given in (3.7), defines µ as a measure supported in our Cantor 
set (see Proposition 1.7 in [4]). 

Let c > 0 be such that (J+E: < 1. First, take the interval [O, 1] and delete a middle 
interval of it so that the remaining two intervals have both length r1, satisfying 

2rf = 1. 

Let k be any big natural number. We perform k times this "a-dimensional 
symmetric Cantor operation" on each of these two subintervals. That is, we delete 
a middle interval of each of the two subintervals so that the remaining four intervals 
all have length r2 such that 

2r� = rf. 

Thus, after k steps we will have 2k subintervals of equal length rk, satisfying 

2rf = rf_1• 

Note that, for i = 1, ... , k, on the i-step we have 2; subintervals and, by construction, 
rf = 2-i. Hence, (3.6) implies that for all these intervals we have 

(3.8) 
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where d(I) denotes the length of the interval I. Note that at this point we have 
equality here (d(I)"' 

= µ(I)), but later on we will only get inequalities. 
Next we delete a middle interval of each of the 2k subintervals of the last result, 

so that the remaining 2k+1 intervals have all length rk+1 satisfying

Now we perform l times this "(/3 +c)-dimensional symmetric Cantor operation" 
in the same way as before, having after l steps 2m+l subintervals of equal length, 
Tk+t, satisfying 

The measure of these new intervals I of the generation k + i is given by 

i = 1, 2, ... , l.

Since rk = 2-k/a and rk+i = 2-i/(f3+s)-k/a for i = 1, 2, ... , l, we will have 

(3.9) µ(I) 2: d(J)f3+s 

for all these new intervals. Note that if J is any interval of any of these new gener
ations, we have that 

Therefore if we make the length of I go to zero, then 2(�-l)kd(J)°/2 tends to zero.
Hence if d(I) is small enough, then 2(�-l)kd(J)°/2 < 1. That is, if l is big enough,
we will have for the intervals of the (last) l-generation that 

(3.10) 

Let m be any big natural number, m ?.: 2. Now we continue performing this 
operation m times. So we will have that (3.10) is satisfied for all these new intervals. 

Then we perform the "( a -c)-dimensional symmetric Cantor operation" during 
a suitable number of times (until we get the condition (3.8)). Now we start again, 
performing the "a-dimensional symmetric Cantor operation" as many times as we 
have to, and we repeat the whole construction infinitely many times. So we get that 
(3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) will remain true for the new generations, respectively. 
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Note that if x E spt µ, 0 < r < 1 and rk is the length of the largest interval 
of our construction which is contained in B(x, r), then B(x, r) is contained in two 
construction intervals oflength rk-t· Using this, we see that for all ( > 0 there exist 
constants O < Ct < C2 < 00 and O < Pt < P2 < p3 < p4 < e' such that /!1. is as big as 

Pl 

we need and for x E s t 

(3.11) for all Pa S r S p4 

and 

(3.12) for all Pt S r S P2, 

where (3.11) comes from (3.8) and (3.12) comes from (3.10). 
It is clear from (3.11) and Definition 2.1 that 

Let �,Pt,P2 be as before. By (3.12) we have that 

1 (1 _µ(-'-B-'-( X_" ,_r )'-'-) 1 dr 

llogptJ }P1 
rfl r 

= --�-( [P2 µ(B(x, r)) 1 dr + (1 µ(B(x, r)) 1 dr)
I logptJ }

P1 
rf3 r }p2 

rf3 r 

s C2 ( r
2 

re/2-t dr + r
1

r-(3-t dr)
I logpd JP1 JP• 

e/2 -(3 
< 

C2 (tL + tL).
- j logpd c/2 /3 

Thus, taking Pt much smaller than p2, we get d!µ(x) = 0, and by Definition 2.3 
we have that 

for µ almost all x E JR. 
To finish the example, just take 11 = C, I (0, 1]; then 

for µ almost all x E JR. 

______

______

_______

_______

_

_ _
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The following example shows that the Hausdorff dimension cannot be replaced 
with the average dimension in Theorem 3.1, that is, in general, 

will not be true. 
Moreover, it will show that the known inequality 

cannot be improved with the average dimension. 

Example 3.4. We shall construct two probability Radon measures µ and v with 
compact support in lR such that 

for µ almost all x E lR and v almost all y E JR. 
In particular, it holds 

for µ almost all x E lR and v almost all y E JR. 

Let O <a< fJ < 1. Let c > 0 be such that fJ+c < 1. We construct the measures 
µ and v in the same way as in the last example. That is, we will construct two Cantor 
sets and define the measures µ and v by repeated subdivision of their initial mass, 
11µ11 = llvll = 1, among the basic intervals of the Cantor sets, respectively. Then 
we will extend them to all Borel sets, as before, and we obtain the two measures. 
Let us denote by C µ and Cv the Cantor sets for the measures µ and v, respectively. 
Let ri and Si denote the length of the intervals of the i-generation of Cµ and Cv, 
respectively. 

We will construct Cµ and Cv in such a way that the measuresµ and v will have 
the property that for all � > 0 there exist O < p1 < p2 < p3 < p4 < � such that 
� and l!r:2l. are as big as we need and� � 

(3.13) µ(B(x, r)) :s; 2rf3+e/2 

for all Pi :s; r :s; P2 and µ almost all x E Cµ, 

(3.14) v(B(y, r)) :s; 2rf3+e/2
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for all p3 � r � p4 and v almost all x E Cv , 
Moreover, for all 0 < r < I it holds that 

(3.15) µ(B(x, r)) v(B(y, r)) 2:: cr"'+IHe 

µxv almost all (x, y) EC
µ 

x Cv . Here c is some absolute constant. 
These estimates will imply that 

dimA µ(x) 2:: /3 forµ almost all x EC
µ
, 

dimA v(y) 2:: /3 for v almost all x E Cv and 

<limp(µ x v)(x, y) �a+ (3 + c forµ xv almost all (x, y) EC
µ 

x Cv . 

The construction consists of the following steps. 
(i) Construction of Cv , We perform k times the "a-dimensional symmetric Can

tor operation" on the interval (0, 1], k being a big natural number. 
Construction of Cw We perform k times the "(/3 + c)-dimensional symmetric 

Cantor operation" on the interval (0, 1). 
(ii) Construction of Cµ , We shrink the "C

µ
-intervals" of the (last) k-generation

making their lengths to be equal to the length of the "Cv-inLervahs" uf Lhe (last) 
k-generation, but keeping their centres fixed.

(iii) Construction of Cv , We perform M times the "(/3 +c)-dimensional symmet
ric Cantor operation" on the "Cv-intervals" of the (last) k-generation. The natural 
number M has to be big enough. 

Construction of Cµ - We perform M times the "a-d-i-rnens'ivnal symmetric Cantor 
operation" on the intervals obtained in (ii). 

(iv) Construction of Cv , We shrink the "Cv-intervals" of the (last) (k + M)
generation making their lengths to be equal to the length of the "C

µ
-intervals" of 

the (last) (k + M)-generation, but keeping their centres fixed. 
(v) Construction of Cµ - We perform N times the "(/3+c}-dimensional symmetric

Cantor operation" on the "C
µ
-intervals" of the (last) (k + M)-generation. The 

natural number N has to be big enough. 
Construction of Cv , We perform N times the "a-dimensional symmetric Cantor 

operation" on the intervals obtained in (iv). 
Then we iterate this process from (ii) to (v) infinitely many times. 
Note that this construction is basically the same as the construction in Example 

3.3, but here we have added the steps (ii) and (iv). These new steps will allow us 
to obtain inequality (3.15), that is, to control from above the packing dimension of 
the product. 

We next show how this construction works in detail. 
Let k be any big natural number. For Cv we perform k times the "a-dimensional 

symmetric Cantor operation" on the interval [0, l]. So we will have 2k subintervals 
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of length sk, satisfying 
2s,: = s,:_1, 

2ksk = 1. 

By (3.6), theµ measure of all these "Cv-intervals" is given by 

v(I) = d(I)°' . 

27 

For Cµ, we perform k times the "(/3 + c)-dimensional symmetric Cantor opera
tion" on the interval [O, l]. We have, after k steps, 2k subintervals all of length rk 

satisfying 
2r.B+o - r/J+E 

k - k-1• 

2krf+E = l, 

The µ measure of all these "C
µ
-intervals" is given by 

Then we shrink the "C
µ
-intervals" of the last generation, making their length 

equal to the length of the "Cv-intervals" of the last generation, but keeping their 
centres fixed. That is, we change their length from rk to sk. Note that rf+0 

= si. 
Let us perform, on these new shorter "Cµ

-intervals", the "a-dimensional symmetric 
Cantor operation" M times , where M will be determined in the construction of Cv .
The µ measure of all these new "C

µ
-intervals" is given by 

µ(I) = d(I)°' . 

Now we continue with the construction of Cv , On the "Cv-intervals" of the last 
generation, perform l times the "(/3 +€)-dimensional symmetric Cantor operation". 
Our new 2k+t intervals satisfy 

218.B+e _ 8{3+e
k+l - k 

Continue this operation still m times and let M = l + m. If l is sufficiently big, 
we see as in Example 3.3 that for all these new "Cv-intervals" 

(3.16) 

and for all the "Cv-intervals" of the (l + i)-generation, where i = 1, ... , m, we have 
that 

(3.17) 
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Here m can be as big as we wish. Now we again change the size of our intervals 
by shrinking the "C,,-intervals" of the last generation, in the same way as before. 
That is, we make their length equal to the length of the "C

µ
-intervals" of the last 

generation, keeping their centres fixed. Note that 

Hence, if these shorter intervals are denoted by J, it holds that 

v(f) = d(f)0
. 

We start again to perform N times the "a-dimensional symmetric Cantor operation" 
on these new ''C,,-intervals", where N will be determined in the construction of Cw 

For C�., we perform the "(fJ + e)-dimensional symmetric Cantor operation" N 
times. Choosing N big enough, we have that the analogues of (3.16) and (3.17) hold 
forµ. 

s 
k+hHN k1M 

s 
JuJ1m k+l 

µ (B(x,r) )S ci!''" cl"sµ (B(x,r) ):S: era 

µ (B(x,r) )2 ci!'' µ (B (x, r) )" �" 

c�"sv (B(x,r) )Sera v (B (x, r) )?; ci!'' 

v (B(x.rl )" ra c�"sv (B(x,rl )Sc�"" v (B(x.rl )" ra 

In this picture we have used the same notation for all constants, but their values might differ 
from one interval to the other. 

The advantage of shrinking the intervals is that now we will have an extra 
condition that will allow us to bound the product. This means that for any "C

µ


interval" I and "C,,-interval" I' of the same generation, we have 

and, moreover, 

d(J)f3+0 
� µ(I) � d(I)0

, d(I')f3+e � v(I') � d(I')0 

µ(I) � d(I)0 or v(I') � d(I')° . 
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Finally, we start the whole process again, and so the scheme of the above pic
ture will be repeated when we approach zero. Our measures will satisfy conditions 
(3.13), (3.14) and (3.15). In particular, (3.15) follows since at every stage where 
the constructions are changed, the "C

µ
" and "C..,-intervals" are made to have equal 

length. So µ and v are the desired measures. 

Next we give another example that shows that in Theorem 3.2 the packing 
dimension cannot be replaced by the average dimension. Moreover, this example 
will also show that the well-known inequalities 

and 
dimp(µ xv) S <limpµ + dimp v 

cannot be improved with the average dimension. That way this example and Re
mark 3.6 will give us an answer to the following questions: 

and 

Questions: 

1) Is it possible to get dimH µ x v s dimA µ + dimH v?
2) Is it possible to get dimA µ x v s dimA µ + dimA v?
3) Is it possible to get <limpµ x v s <limpµ + dimA v?
Answers: No, since we have examples where

dimp(µ x v)(x, y) > <limp µ(x) + dimA v(y) (Remark 3.6) 

for µ almost all x E IR and for v almost all y E IR . 

Example 3.5. For any O < a < (3 < 1, there are two probability Radon 
measures, µ and v, in lR with compact support such that 

dimH(µ x v)(x, y) :?: a+ (3 >a+ a:?: dimA µ(x) + dimA v(y) 

for tt almost all x E IR and v almost all y E JR. 
In particular, dimA(µ x v)(x,y) > dimAµ(x) + dimAv(y). 

In the same way as in the last example, to obtain these two measures we will build 
two Cantor sets, C

µ 
and C.., , that will determine the measuresµ and v, respectively, 

by subdividing their initial mass, llµII = 1 = l lvll , among their corresponding basic 
intervals. Their extensions to all Borel sets will give us the required measures. 
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In order to obtain the lower bound for the Hausdorff dimension, we would 
need that for all r E [O, 1] and for µ x v almost all points (x, y) the measure 
µ x v(B((x, y), r)) remains bounded from above by r0+fJ. In addition, to get the 
desired average dimensions, we will need that there exist sequences of "big enough" 
intervals of r's which approach the origin and are not too far from each other such 
that 

µ(B(x, r)) � r0 

v(B(x, r)) � r0 

for µ almost all x and 

for v almost all x, 

for any r on these intervals. A careful analysis of the definition of the average 
dimension (2.:l) shows that it is enough to have bounds for the measure of the balls 
of radius r with r E W, 8b], a and b being independent of 8. Thus, we will build two 
Cantor sets following the patterns according to the picture below. 

0 R 

t- ... --+--+----+--------+---+----<-----

V (B(x,r) ):2: era µ (B (x, r) )� era 

v (B(x,r) )$ era v (B(x,r) )$ er' 

µ (B(x,r) )Sor' µ (B (x, r) )$ era 

We can find constants a, b, c, d and e independent of r such that this structure can be repeated as 
near zero as we wish. 

Hence, we will take our measures µ and v so that they behave like "a-dimensional" 
for some radius and like ",8-dimensional" for others. As in the last example, we now 
face the problem of changing the dimensional behaviour of our measures from a to 
,8 and conversely. Since O < a < f3 < 1, an adequate contraction of the size of the 
intervals is enough to change the measure supported on them from ",8-dimensional" 
to "a-dimensional", as we have done in the previous example. The reverse problem 
is more subtle, since we cannot just expand our intervals without avoiding some 
undesired overlapping in our Cantor sets. In order to make this change, we now 
introduce a different method. The idea is to divide every interval I of a given gen
eration into subintervals Ii with their corresponding length l small enough so that 
their mass is comparable to [fJ. 
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Let 0 < a < f3 < 1. We generate a sequence of positive real numbers R1,1 >

R2,1 > ... > R1,1 := R1,2 > R2,2 > ... such that 

0 < R1,1 < 1, 
1-a: 1-a: 

bRI=if < R < R l-/3 3,1 - 4,1 - 3,1 , 
1-a 1-a: 

Rt;,1 := R�,1, bR"ft :::; R1,1 :::; R"ft,

In general, we will have 

R1,j := R1,j-l, 
{l 

2 
1-a 1-a 

R2 ,i := Rf,i, R3,i := R2,i, bR[l :::; R4,i :::; R[l, 
1 fl fl 1-a 1-a 

b R4.i,:::; R5 ,i := R4,j, R-6,i := RL, hR"[J :::; R7,i :::; Rf:/, ... ,

where b and b' are some positive constants independent of j. 
Our Cantor sets, C

µ 
and Cv , will be defined in such a way that the behaviour 

of the measuresµ and v on the intervals [�,j, �+1,j], i = 1, ... , 7 and j E JN+ , will 
be as follows: For every j E JN+ and forµ almost all x E [O, 1], there exist constants 
e and e' independent of r such that 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

and 

(3.22) 

er°' :::; µ(B(x, r)) :::; e'r°' for R3 ,i:::; r:::; R2,j, 

er/3 :::; µ(B(x, r)) :::; er°' for R4,j Sr:::; R3,j, 

We will construct v in such a way that for all r > 0 with the property µ(B(x, r)) ;S 
r°' , it holds that v(B(y, r)) ;S rt3 , and for those r's for which µ(B(x, r)) ;S rt3 , we 

__
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will have that v(B(x, r)) ;Sr°'. That is, for v almost all x E [0, 1] there will exist
constants c and c' independent of r such that 

(3.23) 

where R1,o := 1,

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

and 

(3.26) v(B(x, r)) :-:; er°' for R7,i :::; r:::; R6,J· 

Note that the value of the constants c and c' may vary from one line to another 
but, for simplicity in the notation, we use the same symbol. 

Iu this way, we have that for all r > 0 the product measure µ x v satisfies 
µ x v(B(x, y), r) :-:; cr°'+/3 for µ x v almost all (x, y) E (0, 1] x (0, 1], with c as
before. Hence, recalling the definition of the Hausdorff <limeusion (2.1), we see that 
dimH (µ x v) ( x, y) 2': a + /3 for µ x v almost all points in the plane.

On the other hand, by (3.20) and the way the sequence of R;,i has been con
structed, it holds for µ almost all x E [0, 1] that if R7,i :-:; c5 � R3 ,i, there exists a 
fixed constant rJ independent of j such that 

_1 _ [1 µ(B(x, r)) 1 dr > 1 rR2,i µ(B(x, r)) 1 dr llog c5l }0 r°' r - I log R1,jl } Ra,i 
r°' r 

c 1
R2 .i 1 cl logR2 ·I

> --- - dr > '1 = cry. 
- 1logR1,jl Ra,i r - TJI logR2,jl

In the case when Ra,j+1 � c5 :::; Ri,j+1 = R7,j, we have by the same argument 
that there exists ry' such that for 11, almost all x E [O, 1]

1 11 µ(B(x, r)) 1 d , 

-1 1 �, 
- r ?:J'f/ •og u O r°' r 

Consequently, at µ almost all x E [0, 1], we have dimA µ(x) � a. By repeating
the argument for v, using (3.26) instead of (3.20), we get that also the average 
dimension of v is less than or equal to a almost everywhere. 
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Construction of C
w 

Let us start with the unit interval and perform on it k times the "/3- dimensional 
symmetric Cantor operation" (/3-S.C.O), like in the last example. In this first step 
we may assume k = 1, but later on the number of steps will be relevant since it 
has to be related with the behaviour of the measure µ. The lengths of the intervals 
obtained will satisfy the following relationships 

r1,o = 1, 
2rf 1 = rf o, ' ' 

In a natural way, the measure µ of these basic intervals is given by 

µ(li,o) = r1,o = 1, 

µ(li,1) = rf,1 = 1/2, 

Defining R1,1 := r1,k, it is clear that (3.18) holds for j = 1. 
Define R2,1 := R1,1. We now change the length of the 2k intervals obtained 

before from R1,1 to R2,1. That is, we take 2k new intervals 12 centered at the same 
point as their "elders" but with shorter length R2,1. 

I l,k 

R1,1 

R2,1 

The µ measure of these new intervals will be given by 

Thus (3.19) is satisfied with j = 1. 
Now, we perform on each of these intervals 12 the a-S.C.O and stop when the 

lengths r2,1 of the intervals h1 of the last generation satisfy 
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So we obtain (3.20) for j = 1. 
In order to change the behaviour ofµ from "a-dimensional" to ",8-dimensional," 

we divide each of the obtained intervals into Rr2
•

1 and we take the [-=-Rr2 1 
] first 

4,1 4,1 
l-0< 

subintervals /4 each of length R4,l := r [?. Here [ �) is the integer satisfying 
!b!... - 1 < [!b!...) < !b!..._ 
R4,I R4,1 - R4,1 

For these intervals we have 

Mon�over, since we may assume without losing generality that rtJi :::; 1- � for
some fixed absolute constant C > 1, we get 

Let R4,1 � r � R3,1 and x E sptµ. Then B(x,r) meets at most 2[R:,J intervals
/4, and hence 

On the other hand, B(x, r) contains approximately [i-] intervals h and so
4,1 

there exists a constant c' such that 

Thus (3.21) also holds for j = 1. 
We continue with the construction ofµ by performing the ,8-S.C.O on each of 

the intervals /4. The number of times we must do it will be established later on, 
since it will depend on the behaviour of v.

Construction of C,,, . 
We 8tart with the unit interval, perform on it n times the ,8-S.C.O and stop 

when we get 

For 1 :::; j :::; n, let s1,j denote the length of the 2i intervals obtained after performing 
j times the ,8-S.C.O on [0,1]. Hence, for j = 1 we do have (3.23). 
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We now proceed as we have done with µ. In other words, we interchange the 
roles ofµ and v. 

ll. 

Let R5,1 := sf,n• By changing the length of the 2n subintervals obtained from 
s1,n to R5,1, we change the behaviour of v from (3- to a-dimensional, that is 

where 15 denotes the new intervals. As with µ before and in the case j = 1, we see 
that (3.24) is satisfied. 

Next we perform the a-S.C.0 on each of the J5 's and stop when we get s5,t ::; 
R�,1 = R6,1 ::; s5,t-l• Here s5,t denotes the length of the intervals 15,t obtained after
performing t times the a-S.C.O on fs. One can check that also (3.25) holds for 
j = 1. 

In the same way as we have done with µ, we now change the behaviour of v from 
1-o 

a-dimensional to ,B-dimensional. Define R7,1 := s:? and repeat here the argument
made forµ and R4,j, Then (3.26) holds for j = 1.

As has been done with µ, we continue with the construction of v by performing 
the (3-S.C.O on the intervals obtained in the last step. The required number of times 
will be determined by µ.

Construction of C
µ

-
Now we are in a good situation to determine the number of steps of the (3-S.C.O 

that has been started in the last stage of the process for the construction of Cw 
The last step of our construction was to start to perform the (3-S.C.O, and now 

we go on with it until we have that the intervals of the last generation have lengths 
less than or equal to R7,1. Then (3.22) holds for j = 1. 

We continue in the same way as we have done with v and repeat the whole 
process infinitely many times. It is clear that (3.19)-(3.26) will be satisfied for every 
j E JN+. 

Remark 3.6. It is clear that in the above example the measures µ and v satisfy 

forµ almost all x E [O, 1] and v almost ally E [O, 1]. 

In order to obtain 

(3.27) <limp(µ x v)(x, y) � (3 + (3 >a+ ,B � <limp µ(x) + dimA v(y), 
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a slight modification of the above example will be enough. First note that <limp µ(x) $ 
f3 follows from (3.19)-(3.22) and Definition 2.1. To get (3.27), we just perform once 
more the /3-S.C.O after Ri,7 in the construction of Cw That is, in the last step of our 
construction we performed the /3-S.C.O until we got that the lengths of the intervals 
of the last generation were less than or equal to R1,1, and we defined R1,2 := R1,1, 

Now we do this operation once more and define R1,2 to be the length of the intervals 
obtained. Hence, in general, it holds that Ri+1,1 < Ri,7 and that 

Consequently, for Ri,j+i $ r S R7,i, both µ(B(x, r)) and v(B(x, r)) are less 
than or equal to cr/3 at almost all points x E [O, 1]. This is by Definition 2.1 enough 
to guarantee that <limp(µ x v)(x, y) � /3 +/3 at almost all points (x, y) E [O, 1] x [O, 1). 

4. Average dimension of intersection measures, similarities and
isometries 

4.1. Notation and preliminaries. Let µ and II be Radon measures on lRn. 
Let 0( n) be the orthogonal group of ]Rn , and let 0n be the unique invariant measure 
on O(n) with 0nO(n) = l. 

We consider intersections µ n f #11, where f is a similarity map on lRn. By a 
similarity we mean a map f : !Rn -+ ]Rn such that there is O < r < oo with 
lf(x)-f(y)I = rlx -yl for all x,y E lRn. Then r = Lipf, where Lipf is the 
Lipschitz constant ddined in 4.2, and f has a unique decomposition as 

f = Tz O g O Or, z E lRn, g E O(n), r E JR+, 

where Tz : lRn -+ !Rn is the translation Tz(x) = x + z, and Or : ]Rn -+ lRn is the 
homothety Or(x) = rx. 

In order to construct such measures, we shall first slice the product measure 
µ x II by the n-planes 

Wz ={(x,y)ElRn xlRn :x-y = z}, 

parallel to the diagonal W = {(x, y) : x = y }. We obtain for ,en almost all z E lR.n 

Radon measures O'z on ]Rn x lRn. Then we project the slices obtained to ]Rn by the 
projection 1r: ]Rn x ]Rn -+ lRn, 1r(x, y) = x, as in [21) or [23]. Define 

( 4.1) 
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provided that the sliced measure u z exists. This is the case for c,n almost all z E 1R n , 
where c,n denotes the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Clearly, 

(4.2) 

If</> is a non-negative lower semi-continuous function on 1Rn, then, as in the 
sliced case, we have 

(4.3) 

Here Wz(8) = {(x, y) E 1Rn x 1Rn : IS(x, y) - zl � 8}, where 8 > 0 and S : 
1Rn X 1Rn --+ !Rn is defined by S(x, y) = x - y. Note that if S #(µ x 11) « c,n, then 
PwL(µ x 11) « £n jw1. and the disintegration formula (2.2) implies that 

(4.4) 

provided that cp is a non-negative Borel function with J cp d(µ x 11) < oo. 
For z E !Rn , g E O(n), r E JR+ and 8 > 0, we set 

S g,r : Rn X Rn --+ Rn , S
9,r(X, y) = X - rgy, 

Wz ,g,r(8) = {(x, y) E Rn X Rn : jS 9,r(X, y) - zj � 8}. 

For any g E O(n), r ER+ , we can apply the above method to the measuresµ 
and (g o 8r )#11 to conclude that the intersection measure 

(4.5) 
µ n f#II = µ n Tz#((g O 8r )#11) = 7r#[(µ X (g O 8r )#11)w,z] 
with f = Tz o go 8r 

exists for c,n almost all z E Rn . 
From ( 4.2), ( 4.3) and ( 4.4) we infer that the following three statements hold 

whenever </> is a non-negative lower semi-continuous function on Rn : 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 
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and if S
g
,r #(µ x v) « ,en, then 

provided that cp is a non-negative Borel function with J cpd(µ x (go Or)#v) < oo. 

Remark 4.1. If I8(µ) < oo, It(µ) < oo and s + t 2: n, then S
g
,r#(µ x v) « ,en 

for 0n x .C1 almost all (g, r) E O(n) x (0, oo). See Theorem 6.6 in [21). 

Definition 4.2. (1) A map f : A -+ lR,m , A C !Rn, is a Lipschitz map if there 
is a constant L < oo such that 

lf(x) - f(y)I � L Ix - YI for x,y EA. 

The smallest such constant L is called the Lipschitz constant of f and is denoted by 
Lip(!). 

(2) A map f: A-+ B, AC !Rm , .R C lR.n, is a hi-Lipschitz map if f is Lipschitz
and it has Lipschitz inverse 1-1 

: B -+ A. That is, 

llx - YI� lf(x) - f(y)I � Llx - YI (x, y EA) 

where 0 < l � L < oo. 

Remark 4.3. It is obvious by the defiuiLiou of the average dimension that, 
given a Radon measureµ in lR,n, we have that 

for any Lipschitz map f. We have equality if f is bi-Lipschitz. 
4.2. Similarities and intersections. From the way that these new measures 

are constructed one might expect that similar methods to those used in studying the 
dimensions of sections of measures can be used here. In [15], the quantity J�1 •r2 ( a, b)
was analyzed by giving an upper bound for it. This bound together with the method 
used in the proof of Theorem 2.6 will give us a nice lower bound for the average 
dimension of the measures (4.5). 

Lemma 4.4. Let µ and v be probability Radon measures on lR,n such that 
In-t(µ) < oo and It(v) < oo for some O < t < n. Then for µ x v x 0,. x .C1 almost 
all (a, b, g, r )  E lR,n x lR,n x O(n) x (0, oo), the measure µ n (r

a 
o go Or o 7-b)#v is 

defined and O < (µ n hog o Or o 7-b)#v)(JR,n) < oo. 
Moreover, for any non-negative lower semi-continuous function if> on lR,", the 

function 

is a Borel function. 
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Proof. See Lemma 3.4 in [15]. 

Definition 4.5. Let O < r1 < r2 < oo, h > 0 and a, b E Rn . We define

provided that the right-hand side is defined. 
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Lemma 4.6. Let µ and v be probab ility Radon measures on Rn such that 
In-t(µ) < oo and It(v) < oo for some O < t < n. Let O < r1 < r2 < oo. Then for 
all h > 0 and µ xv almost all (a, b) E Rn x Rn 

1
4h 

1
6h/r1 

(4.10) .r,.1 ,r2(a, b) :SC O r0-n-1µ(B(a, r)) dr O :;:--0
-

1v(B(b, r)) dr,

where a is any number O < a < n and c is a constant depending only on n, r1 and 
r2. 

Proof. See 3.12 Corollary in [15].  

For the rest of this section, s, t and q will be real numbers such that 

(4.11) 0 < s < n, 0 < t < n, 0 :S q = s + t - n. 

Theorem 4.7. Let µ and v be probab ility Radon measures on Rn with compact 
support such that I8(µ) < oo and It(v) < oo. Then 

for µ xv x 0n x C} almost all (a, b, g, r) E Rn x !Rn x O(n) x (0, oo). 

Proof. Note first that by Theorem 6.6 in [21], under our assumptions we have 
that S

g
,r#(µ xv) � t:,n for 0n x £1 almost all (g, r) E O(n) x (0, oo). 

We want to prove that 

for µ x v x 0n x £1 almost all (a, b, g, r) E Rn x Rn x O(n) x (0, oo) and A <

dimA µ(a) + dimH v(b) - n. Let O < r1 < r2 < oo, dimH v(b) > fJ > K > t and 
>. < dimA µ(a)+ K - n. Since I8(µ) < oo and It(v) < oo, we have dimH µ � s and 
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dimH v � t, whenc e dimH µ(a) � n - t � n - "'forµ almost all a E lRn. Note that 
in (4.11) we have assumed s � n - t.

Using F atou's l emma ,  Fubini's theorem, Lemma 4.6 and Remark 2.2, we have 
that forµ x v almost all (a, b) E ]Rn x ]Rn 

I= 1:2 Id�(µ n (ra O g O Or O Lb)#v)(a) d0ng d.C1r 

1 r1 lr2 

I 
::;liT-}Jlf

j logolJo
P->.-l 

r,
(µn(ra og o8r or_b)#v)(B(a, p))d0ngdrdp 

c 
1

1 
1

•4p µ(B(a r))
1

6p/r1 ::; liminf-- p
->.-i ' dr r-l<-

1v(B(b,r)) drdp o->O I log 81 o o rn+l-1< o 
1 1 

1
4p (B( )) 

1
6pf,·1 

✓ 1· . f c ->.-1 µ a, r d k -,8-1<-1 f.O'd 
� 

1m1n -
1 1 rl p n+l-1< r . r ,1,r .p 

o->O og u O O r o 

< climinf-- p
->.-l 

pfJ-1< ' drdp 
1 

1
1 

1
4p µ(B(a r)) 

- o->O I log 81 0 0 rn+l-1< 

< climinf-1- [ 1 

p
->.-l [4P µ(B(a, r))drdp - o->O I log 81 }0 }0 rn+l-1< ' 

where the constant k d epends on b E lRn and c = c(n, r1, r2, "-, /3, k). NuLe LhaL in
the l ast in equ ality we have used that /3 - "' > 0 and p < l. 

Applying Fubini's theorem, in the same wa y as in the slicing c ase, we obtain 

I< c liminf-1-[ f
4° f1 µ(B(a, r)) 

p
->.-l dp dr - 6->0 llog8I Jo lo rn+l-1<

+ [4

1
1 

P->.-iµ(B(a, r)) dpdr]J4o r/4 rn+l-1< 

< c lim inf-1-[8->. r
40 11, (B(a, r)) 

dr + 1
1 µ(B(a, r))dr - o->O I log 81 Jo rn+l-1< 

4o rn+l-1<+>. 

+ 

/
4 µ(B(a, r)) dr l 

1 rn+l-1<+>. 

< c liminf-1-[o->. r
40 µ(B(a, r )) dr + 1

1 µ(B(a, r))dr l ·- o->O I log 8J }0 rn+l-1< 
46 rn+l-1<+>. 

Note that in the l ast in equ ality we have used that the third integral is bound ed and 
therefore the limit is zero. 
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Applying Lemma 2.7 with d = n - "'and a+ d = A+ n - "', we get forµ
almost all a E ]Rn 

(4.12) lim inf-1-[5->. {
45 µ(B(a, r)) dr

+ f1 µ(B(a, r)) dr ] =0 o➔O I log 81 Jo r
n+l-1< }

4,1 r
n+l-1t+>. ' 

which gives the desired result. 

Remark 4.8. For s 2:: 0, consider the function 

'Ps(µ, x) = J Ix - Yi-s dµ(y),

 

which is called the s-potential of the measure µ  at the point x. In [25] it is observed 
that the local Hausdorff dimension of µ at x is equal to the supremum of values s
fur which the s-potential ofµ at x is finite. In other words, 

( 4.13) dimH µ(x) := sup{ s : 'Ps(µ, x) < oo} = inf { s : 'Ps(µ, x) = oo }. 

A review of the proof of Lemma 4.6 (Corollary 3.12 in [15]) reveals that it is 
still true if we assume that the (n - t)-potential ofµ at a and the t-potential of v at b are finite, provided that the measureµ n (Tao go Or o Lb)#v is defined and 
0 < (µ n (Tao go Or o 7-b)#v)(lRn) < oo. Hence, the above theorem will remain 
true if we assume dimH µ(a) > s, dimH v(b) > t and the existence of the measure µ n (Too go Or o Lb)#v instead of Is(µ) < oo and It(v) < oo. 

The proof of the following theorem is based on the proof of Lemma 5.1 in [17]. 
Theorem 4.9. Let µ and v be probability Radon measures on IR,n with compactsupport such that Is(µ) < oo and It(v) < oo. Then 

for c,n X 0n x £1 almost all (z,g,r) E ]Rn X O(n) x (0,oo) and µn (Tz ogo8r)#valmost all x E lRn. 
Proof Let .X(x, y) = dimA µ(x) + dimH v(y) - n and define for g E O(n), r E 

(0,oo) 

Ag ,r = {(x, y) E lRn x lRn : dimA(µ n (Tx o go Or o Ly)#v)(x) < .X(x, y)}
Bg ,r = {(x, y) E ]Rn 

X ]Rn : dimA(µ n h-y O g O 8r)#v)(x) <
dimA µ(x) + dimH v(g-1(y)/r)}.
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Note that for z E ]Rn 

(4.14) (rx-g(or (Y)) o go 8r)(z) = g(rz) + x - g(ry)
= g(r(z - y)) + x = (rx o go Or o Ly)(z).

We know by Theorem 4.7 that for 0n x £} almost all (g, r) E O(n) x (0, oo), we
have that µ x v(A

9 ,r) = 0. Thus, using (4.14), we get

(µ X (go 8r)#v)(B9 ,r) =µXV {(x, y) E Rn 
X Rn : (x, g(8r(Y))) E B9 ,r}

=µXv {(x,y) E Rn : dimA(µn (rx-g(or(Y)) ogo8r)#v)(x) < >.(x,y)}
= µ X v(A

9 ,r) = 0

for 0n x ,C,1 almost all (g, r) E O(n) x (0, oo). By Theorem 6.6 in [21], we have that
Sg ,r#(µ x v) « C" for 0n x £1 almost all (g, r) E O(n) x (0, oo). Thus, taking in
(4.8) cp = XB

9
,r, we have that for 0n x £1 almost all (g,r) E O(n) x (0,oo)

(4.15)

for r,n almost all z E ]Rn.
Let g E O(n), r E (0,oo) such that (4.15) holds. From (2.1) it follows that for

t:,n almost all z E ]Rn 

Thus,

Then,

0 =(µ X (go 8r)#11)w,(z,-z)/2 ( {(x, X - z) E ]Rn 
X ]Rn 

dimA(µ n (rz o go 8r)#v)(x) < dimA µ(x) +
dimH 11( (g-1(x - z))/r) - n}). 

1r# [(µ X (g O 8r)#11)w,(z ,-z)J2l ( {x E ]Rn : dimA(µ n (rz O g O 8r)#11)(x)
< dimA µ(x) + dimH v((rz o go 8rt 1(x)) - n}) = 0.

for r,n almost all z E ]Rn and µ n (rz O g O 8r)#11 almost all X E Rn.
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Next we will give an upper bound for the average dimension of the measures 
( 4.5). Since the measures ( 4.5) are defined as slices of the projection of the product 
of measures, we will need the results on the behaviour of the average dimension of 
the product of two measures. 

Theorem 4.10. Letµ and v be probability Radon measures on ]Rn with compact
support such that 18(µ) < oo and It(v) < oo. Then,

forµ x II x 0n x £} almost all (x, y, g, r) E ]Rn x ]Rn x O(n) x (0, oo). 

Proof. By Remark 4.1 we have that S
g
,r#(µ x 11) « .c,n . Then, for 0n x £1 almost 

all (g, r) E O(n) x JR+ , 

(4.16) 

A review of Theorem 2.8 reveals that the upper bound for slicing measures holds 
for any V such that Pv1.#µ « £m lv1., and thus we can apply it in our particular 
case. Therefore, if g E O(n) and r E (0, oo) satisfy (4.16), 

(4.17) 
0 = µ X (go Or )#v ( {(x, y) E ]Rn X ]Rn : 

dimA(µ x (go Or)#v)w,(x,y)(x, y) > dimA(µ x (go Or )#v)(x, y) - n}). 

Hence, by Remark 4.3, (4.17) and noticing that 

we get that for 0n x £} almost all (g, r) E O(n) x JR+ andµ x (go Or)#v almost all 
(x, y) E ]Rn x ]H,'\ 

dimA(µ n (rx-y o go Or)#v)(x) = dimA 1r# (µ X (go Or)#11)w,(x-y,y-x)/2)(x) 
:::; dimA(µ X (go Or)#v)w,(x,y)(X, y) 
:::; dimA(µ x (go Or)#v)(x, y) - n. 
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Consequently, using (4.14), it holds that for 0n x £} almost all (g, r) E O(n) x JR+ 

0 = µ x (go Or )#v ( {(x, y) E ]Rn x ]Rn : dimA(µ n (rx-y o go Or)#v)(x) > 

rlim,1(/1, X (go n,.)-11Y)(x, y) - n}) 

= µ X 1J ( {(x, y) ElR" X IR,?I : dimA(µ n (rx-g(or (Y)) 0 g O Or)#v)(x) >

dimA(µ X (go Or)#v)(x,g(or(y))) - n}) 

= /t XII ( {(x, y) EIR.n X IR,n: dimA(µ n (rx O g O Or O 7-
y
)#v)(x) > 

dimA(µ X (go Or)#v)(x, g(or(Y))) - n}). 

Applying Theorem 3.2 to the above result, one gets that 

for µ x v x 0n x £} almost all (x, y, y, r) E ]Rn X lRn x O(n) x (0, oo). Note that 
iH the the last equality we have used that for all y E ]Rn, <limp v(y) = <limp ( (g o 
Or)#v) (x,g(or(y))). This follows directly from the definition of the local packing 
dimension. □

The same method used in the proof of Theorem 4.9 can be used to prove the 
following Corollary: 

Corollary 4.11. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.10, we have that

for en 
X 0n X C1 almost all (z, g, r) E ]Rn 

X O(n) X (0, oo) andµ n h O g O Or)#v
almost all x E lR n.

4.3. Isometries and intersections. In this section we give some results equiv
alent to those in Section 4.2 for the aver::igp rlimPm:ion of int.P.rRP.ction mP.asures but 
considering isometries instead of similarities. Since all the theorems and proofs in 
this case are analogous to the previous ones, we are going to skip most of the proofs 
giving just an idea of the changes needed to obtain the new results. Here we have 
to add the condition that the t-energy of vis finite for all ½(n + 1) < t < n. In this 
section we will keep the notation of the previous one. 

Let µ and v be probability Radon measures in ]Rn with compact support and 
f : lRn ➔ lRn be an isometry. Then f has a unique representation in the form 

f = Tz O g with z E !Rn , g E O(n).
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Applying Section 4.1 to the measuresµ and g#v, we get the measure µn(rzog)#v, 
that is 

(4.18) 

Adding the assumption (n + 1)/2 < t, we have an analogy to Lemma 4.6 (see 
Lemma 3.5 in [16]) that allows us to prove the following Lemma. 

Lemma 4.12. Letµ and v be probability Radon measures in !Rn with compact 
support suc h that 

Is(µ) < oo and It(v) < oo, 

w here (n + 1)/2 < t, 0 < s < t and t + s > n. Then 

µ X I/ X 0n almost all (a, b, g) E !Rn x !Rn X O(n). 

We skip the proof since it is just a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 
4.7. 

Now we may use the same kind of arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4.9 
and get the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.13. Letµ and v be probability Radon measures in !Rn with compact 
support suc h that 

Is(µ) < oo and It(v) < oo. 

Provided that (n + 1)/2 < t, 0 < s < t and t + s > n, then 

for t:,n x 0n almost all (z, g) E !Rn x O(n) and µ n (rz o g)#v almost all x E !Rn . 

Proof. Let >.(x, y) = dimA µ(x) + dimH v( y) - n and define 

A9 = {(x, y) E !Rn x !Rn : dimA(µ n (rx o go 7-y
)#v(x) < >.(x, y)} 

= {(x, y) E !Rn x !Rn : dimA(µ n (rx-g(y) o g)#v(x) < >.(x, y)}, 

B9 = {(x, y) E !Rn x !Rn : dimA(µ n (rx-y o g)#v(x) < >.(x, g-1(y))}.

By repeating the arguments of the proof of Theorem 4.9 we get the desired result. D 
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An inspection of the proof of Theorem 4.10, reveals that, adding the assumption 
t > �. it remains true when r = 1. Note that in both the above theorem and
the following corollary, the condition t > � will be needed in order to have that
S9 #(µ x v) « en for 0n almost all g E O(n). Here S9 (x, y) = x - gy, for
(x, y) E IR,n x IR,n. Also, in the same way as in the previous RA<'.tion, we will have an 
analogy of Corollary 4.11, which can be proved with the same arguments we used 
in the proof of Theorem 4.13. Therefore, we have the following Corollary: 

Corollary 4.14. Let µ and v be probability Radon measures in IR,n with compact 
support such that 

18(µ) < oo and lt(v) < oo,

where t > n;l, 0 < s < t and t + s > n. Then, 

for µ Xv X 0n almost all (x, y, g) E IRn X IR,n X O(n). 
Moreover, 

for en 
x 0n almost all (z, g) E IR,n 

x O(n) and µ n (rz o g)#v almost all x E IRn. 
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